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A PERFECTLY TIMED PROJECT
ROLLING SOLAR: VISION AND COURAGE,
COLLABORATION AND INTEGRATION

The world’s ﬁrst experimental demo of a solar bicycle path was realized in 2014 in
Krommenie in the Netherlands. It had a dazzling impact in terms of media attention;
it was estimated that the news reached more that 100 million people across the globe.
In 2015, at the occasion of the climate
conference in Paris, a French demo of a
world’s first 1 kilometer solar road for car
traffic was installed. Motivated by the Paris
agreement, in 2016 a Dutch Green Deal for
durable infrastructure was signed, aiming
at reduced carbon footprint and creating
a demand for durable energy generation
around roads, rail and water infrastructure.
Within the Solar Highways project that
started in 2014, the world’s first two sided
(‘bifacial’) solar integrated noise barrier was
conceived, resulting in a 400 meter long
demo in Uden. It was completed in 2019
and the results were so convincing that they
were set as an example in the recently issued
EU Strategy for Solar Energy (2022).
So in 2017, the time seemed right to propose
a cross border collaboration project to make
a next step and to expand on the promising
results and their potential for societal
impact. The proposal developed into a
consortium with more than 25 partners and
stakeholders from 3 countries, and in late
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2018 it was formally granted for funding by
Interreg EMR. The project was kicked off
with a well-attended public workshop on
January 9th, 2019 by deputy Bert Pauli of the
province of Noord Brabant.
Vision
The EMR region is densely populated and
has high ambitions for durable energy from
solar and wind. This creates the challenge
to find enough space for the vast areas of
required installations, while at the same
time maintaining societal support and
acceptance. For utility scale solar and wind
installations on land, acceptance is already
declining, and creative routes towards dual
land use are explored. For solar in built
environment, it has taken roughly 25 years
to bring installations on roofs and building
integrated solar to the level where we are
now. Professional installers with proven
track records have become abundant, and
quality, efficiency, durability and safety are
still optimized further, but already at a high
level. And because of sufficient economy of
scale, available at relatively low cost.
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For integration of solar in public
infrastructure however, this is not yet the
case. It is rather new, and exists primarily
in the form of one of a kind demonstrator
installations. The vision is clear: Electric
transport as well as electric installations
around its infrastructure are rapidly
developing, and durable electricity should
be generated close to its point of use. The
potential is enormous: Germany, Belgium
and the Netherlands are connected by
a million kilometer of roads, and the
Netherlands alone has over 35000 kilometer
of bicycle paths. Dual use of this large
area of built infrastructure would be a
gamechanger and create the possibility to
generate billions of kWh per year: out of sight,
unheard and without additional land use.
Courage
Just like every new technology, solar on
buildings was developed in a long learning
process. Not only because of technical,
economic, legal, societal or weather
challenges, but also because it requires a
collaboration of people from very different
backgrounds, priorities and expectations.
Solar integration in buildings developed by
learning from countless failures. And the
public accepts this, because that is how
people learn, and it does not disturb our
daily life.
But the same learning process makes
that developing solar integration in public
infrastructure takes courage. Outdoor demo
experiments under real life conditions are
performed in the public domain, and tend to
interfere with peoples everyday life. Roads and
bicycle paths are blocked for installation, for
repair, for adaptations, and the experiment
is over, everything is broken down again.
When it is not blocked, traffic is monitored
and people could feel observed. Experiments
are expensive, funded with public money,
and performed in the spotlight of television
camera’s and news agencies. The demos are
in commercial size and shape, but are one of
a kind and in some aspects handmade, and
realized by teams of people from different
backgrounds who do not yet share the same
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language or understanding. People who are
experts in handling sheets of concrete, 20
tons in weight for road construction, have to
deal with electrical engineers and scientists
who not only inserted micrometre thin solar
cells but also wired sensors that should not be
broken during production, truck transport or
road installation.
Learning from mistakes in the spotlight of
camera’s, interfering in the public domain,
and in a multimillion project took courage.
But it was a risk that turned to be a success
with high rewards!
Collaboration and integration
Rolling Solar has brought multiple learnings
on integration. We are heading towards a
future where every human made surface
should be able to generate green energy.
This requires integration of multiple
functions, implying that people with
different goals and backgrounds have to
learn to collaborate to come to a solution.
And when this solution is brought to
sufficient scale, it will be more sustainable
at a lower cost, as the combined use saves
material, space, and energy.
We came from very different backgrounds
and learned a great deal more of each
other’s goals and demands, language, ways
of working, regulations and technology. We
successfully integrated through cross-border
collaboration in teams.
We successfully crossed several limits in
functional integration. We demonstrated
that even trucks can ride over micrometersthin solar cells without damage, that a
noise barrier can be a “free” carrier and
encapsulation of solar cells, that the
integrated solar cells can largely compensate
for the carbon footprint of the whole noise
barrier, that noise absorbing surfaces can be
transparent enough to permit solar electricity
generation, and we integrated electronics
that can handle shadowing by rapid passing
vehicles as well as slow light variations.
Rolling Solar enabled more rugged and more
effective integration of solar in construction
elements for public infrastructure.

Regional impact making solar invisible
Maybe the most striking example is that a
Portuguese film crew came to our region to
cover the Rolling Solar project for national
television. In addition to the project demos
they also wanted to shoot some material
about the world’s longest solar bicycle
path in Maartensdijk, realized by one of
the Rolling Solar partners. Guided by their
car navigation system they arrived at the
location, but then called for help, because
they could not find the solar installation.
Only after we confirmed that they were at
the right spot, and taking a second look,
they discovered the solar cell pavement.
The mission as formulated on our project
banners and posters “development and
demonstration of PV-integrated road
elements without additional use of land while
hiding the technology from sight” had clearly
been fulfilled. Out of sight, but not unnoticed:
the resulting project video and those of
Euronews received more than 15,000 views.

Keep on rolling
A long road is still ahead toward full scale
deployment of solar integration in public
infrastructure. But the project’s noise barrier
demos already attracted serious interest
of several cities and road development
projects. Several new solar integrated
bicycle paths (hundreds of meters length)
are planned for construction, and several
suppliers are on the market. Also a project
to implement thin film solar as a top layer on
pavement is currently under development.
A next step towards more reproducible
and automated production and towards
integration in the grid is taken in the follow
up project Solar Energy Made Regional
(SolarEMR).
The Rolling Solar project has ended; but it
accelerated a development that will keep on
rolling. Towards a sustainable and energizing
infrastructure, connecting people, and
crossing borders!
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1 | DEMO GELEEN:

‘SUCCESSFUL FIRST STEPS TOWARDS COMMERCIALIZATION
OF SECOND-GENERATION SOLAR ROADS’
Integrating solar panels into sidewalks, cycle paths and roads can make a signiﬁcant
contribution to the energy transition of Europe. However, technological feasibility and
aﬀordability are still a challenge. In the Rolling Solar project, essential steps have been
taken in bringing the solar roads of the future closer. For example, the pilot at Brightlands
Chemelot Campus paves the way for the construction of a second-generation solar road
based on crystalline silicon solar panels. In addition, it provided proof of concept for the
application of thin-ﬁlm CIGS technology - the big promise for the future.
Generating solar power in public road
infrastructure can be an essential part of
Europe’s sustainable energy system. This
is confirmed in the EU Strategy for Solar
Energy and is also part of TNO’s Renewable
Electricity roadmap. The latter states that in
2050 about 15 percent of Dutch solar energy
could come from infrastructure integrated
application of PV. Rolling Solar has been
working on the development of costefficient, reliable and scalable solar roads
and paths.

Bypass

At Brightlands Chemelot Campus in Geleen,
a test set-up for a solar road of 60 square
meters has been realized. It is located in a
bypass to a parking lot at a research building
on campus such that access of traffic can be
dosed. The first section (phase A) consists of
2 parts of road surface of 10 square meters
each with integrated monocrystalline silicon
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(c-Si) solar panels. The second section (phase
B) consists of 2 parts of road surface of 10
square meters each with integrated thin-film
technology: CIGS solar panels from TNOSolliance. In addition, there is a reference
strip of 2 times 5 square meters with both
technologies that is not burdened by traffic.
This serves to distinguish the effect of traffic
load from possible degradation due to
weather conditions.

Top layers

‘Our measurements concern electricity
production, temperature profiles and
robustness, as a function traffic load and
weather’, says Fallon Colberts, lecturer/
researcher at the Sustainable Energy
research group at Zuyd University of
Applied Sciences. ‘In September 2021
we started measuring phase A, in April
2022 with phase B. The efficiency of the
monocrystalline silicon solar panels before
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they are incorporated into the road sections
is 20 percent, that of the CIGS solar cell
modules is 17 percent. In our application,
they have an average efficiency of 10 and
12 percent respectively. The difference with
the theoretical value has to do with the top
layers that offer protection to the solar cells
but also limit the incidence of light. Despite
the somewhat lower filling factor of the CIGS
solar panels compared to that of the silicon
modules – 70 compared to 80 percent – the
CIGS modules show a higher efficiency.
Perhaps this is due to a difference in
discoloration of the protective front sheet.’

for solar panels, but encouraging for a first
application in a road surface. Such tests also
show where the product can be improved. ‘

Thermal stress

As a result of temperature fluctuations,
delamination took place in a few places
between the top layer and the PV laminate
in the CIGS road sections in the pilot in
Geleen. This caused bulges in the road. The
solar panels did not break because of this.
However, it is a point of attention in future
improvements in robustness. Colberts: ‘An
additional trial of Rolling Solar involved the
installation of 4 sets of 3 types of thin-film
test tiles of 25 by 40 square centimeters with
CIGS with different variations in top layers.
In this way, the efficiency, degradation
and robustness of these configurations
can be compared. The results are still
being analyzed by the students of Zuyd
Hogeschool Engineering to define the
degradation. ‘

After the commissioning of the road
sections, the Rolling Solar researchers
observed a gradual loss of the energy
yield. That was also the expectation due to
wear and pollution of the top layer of glass
granules due to traffic and climate. For
example, the decrease in road sections with
c-Si solar panels, corrected for temperature
changes and light irradiation, averaged 20
percent of the initial efficiency after more
than 1,000 cars that have driven on the
road. A total of 24 c-Si solar panels were
monitored, half of which were used for
reference. The degradation differed per solar
panel. A large number retained 90 percent
or more of their initial performance, a single
solar panel retained only 60 to 80 percent of
the initial efficiency. Remarkably, the solar
panels in the reference strip showed less
deterioration. The first results of the solar
road with CIGS are not very different from
that with monocrystalline silicon.

Weight and vibration

‘Of course, all this provides relevant data
for optimizing these types of systems and
the commercialization of solar roads’, says
Aldo Kingma, Reliability Scientist at TNO.
‘Another important factor is the robustness
of products. A solar road must function
smoothly for decades, for example from
the point of view of cost minimization and
avoidance of maintenance. This means, first
of all, that it must be able to withstand the
weight of vehicles and the vibrations they
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Wear and pollution

Second generation

cause. In our trial, 1600 and 600 cars were
driven over phases A and B respectively
until the beginning of August 2022. That is
of course something completely different
than continuously moving traffic on a
highway. But everything still works, even
at the cellular level. In addition, in the lab,
ISAC RWTH Aachen subjected smaller test
samples of CIGS road sections to heavy
load tests. No safety issues emerged from
this. The decrease in efficiency was about
8 percent. TNO and Zuyd Hogeschool then
carried out accelerated lifetime tests on the
samples to simulate the degradation over
20 to 25 years of weather impact. This led to
an additional efficiency loss of 20 percent,
largely due to discoloration of the top layer.
This is too much compared to the standard

SolaRoad has more than a decade of
experience in integrating crystalline silicon
solar panels into road sections. The company
knows the practical and technical challenges
like no other. In various pilots on roads,
the first generation of products proved to
be unable to withstand (heavy) car traffic.
However, the company now brings a proven
product with an annual yield of about 135
kilowatt hours per square meter to the
market. This is applicable in circumstances
where the traffic load is not extreme, such
as cycle paths and parking lots. In the
Rolling Solar project, it is testing the second
generation of technology. This concerns
PV road sections with a thickness of 21
centimeters. They consist of 6 polymer solar
modules of 360 by 300 centimeters each
with 60 crystalline silicon solar cells, joined
together in a steel frame.

Holy grail

‘They are embedded in a concrete slab, in a
1 centimeter thick transparent epoxy that
covers the solar cell and with a top layer
of small glass spheres,’ says director Arian
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de Bondt of SolaRoad. ‘The improvements
compared to our current product concern
a better adhesive layer between the frame
and the concrete, the construction of the
frame and the production process. In Rolling
Solar, we have validated the robustness
of this cheaper product. That is a big gain,
because it will accelerate the roll-out of our
technology and therefore also the energy
transition. However, whether these will
eventually also be applied on a large scale
on busy roads is the question. Integrated
thin-film solar panels are the holy grail in
that respect. It is therefore a milestone that
we have now carried out the first tests with
the thin-film CIGS solar cells integrated by
TNO-Solliance in our project.’

were involved during various educational
modules - SURDatelier, minor, internship
and graduation - of the academies built
environment, applied sciences, ICT and
engineering. They have delved into the
depths and gained valuable knowledge.
Rolling Solar is a cool project that
generates a lot of enthusiasm. This also
helps to attract new students who want to
focus on the energy transition. In this area
too, the added value of Rolling Solar should
not be underestimated.’

The potential benefits of integrating thinfilm solar panels into roads are evident,
particularly in relation to costs. In principle,
they can be produced in any desired length
and rolled out on site over road surfaces. The
mass customization process required for this
is being developed by TNO, both for CIGS,
the promising Perovskite and for tandems
with crystalline silicon solar cells. ‘Rolling
Solar provided us with proof of concept
when it comes to applying CIGS in solar
roads,’ says Kingma. ‘With this, we have laid
the foundation for the next steps towards
commercialization. Good news in this regard
– also a result of Rolling Solar – is that we are
in talks with a Dutch municipality to deliver a
larger demonstrator in an ongoing European
innovation project. This will enable us to build
on what we have achieved with Rolling Solar.’

Within Rolling Solar, one of the responsibilities of Forschungszentrum Jülich was the simulation of the electrical
design of the thin-film solar panels. An important challenge in developing and implementing solar roads is shading,
for example by buildings and trees (static) and traffic (dynamic). This has a major impact on the energy yield.

Layer bonding and wheel testing
A second German research institute participating in the Rolling Solar consortium is the Institute of Highway
Engineering of RWTH Aachen University (ISAC RWTH). It carried out several simulation tests on TNO’s samples
with regard to layer bonding and resistance to mechanical stress, especially at higher temperatures. The Aachener
Raveling Tester (ARTe) was used to determine how the top layer of small glass beads holds up under sliding loads.
The quality of the bonding of the layers in the PV laminate and the concrete substrate was determined with a PullOff Test. In addition, a Wheel Tracking Test helped evaluate vulnerability due to permanent deformation at high
(summery) temperatures. With the results of these tests, and the feedback and suggestions from RWTH to TNO,
Rolling Solar came up with an optimal test product.
Some sections
‘The tests we carried out were intended to study how the PV laminates could be integrated into a road surface and
then to simulate traffic loads, says Nicolás Carreno-Gomez, civil engineer at RWTH. ‘The preliminary conclusion is
that PV laminates are resistant to low traffic loads and can be integrated into road sections where no heavy traffic is
expected. Thus, the knowledge we have gained from our tests indicates that this new type of energy-harvesting road
surface has the potential to be used in some sections of roads. However, a lot of research is still needed to understand
how this new material behaves and to determine the robustness of the samples. In future testing we will evaluate the
fatigue and durability of the new PV laminates, together with their suitability for heavier traffic loads.’

© Jonathan Vos

New generation
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In the Rolling Solar project, the strengths of a number of Dutch, Belgian and German knowledge institutes were
combined. They focused on activities such as the verification, production and installation and monitoring of the
road sections with CIGS solar panels. This resulted, among other things, in an extra demonstrator in which a next
promising step is taken in bringing solar roads with integrated thin-film PV to reality.

Multilayer bypass diode architectures
‘If there is shade on a CIGS solar panel as we are using in the trial at Brightlands Chemelot Campus, the power
production can seriously decrease’, says Andreas Gerber, Researcher Reliability and Performance of Solar Modules
at Forschungszentrum Jülich. ‘The solar cells are connected in series; the one which catches the least amount
of light determines the height of the current. This effect is mitigated by means of bypass diodes. We developed
a model of a road element that calculates the energy yield under different conditions. This showed that the
standard bypass diode design does not function optimally under many conditions. Then we stumbled upon a
patent that demonstrates the benefit of a multilayer bypass diode architectures. By adding this old concept to
the model, we were able to optimize the bypass diode architecture so that a solar road with CIGS can generate
significantly more solar power.’

Proof of concept

‘And that is not possible without people
with the right competencies, a passion for
solar energy and enthusiasm about this
type of innovative applications’, Colberts
emphasizes. ‘Actual large-scale application
of PV in roads will probably take more than
10 years. It requires much more research,
further development and testing. The
new generation that we are now training
is indispensable in achieving this. In the
Rolling Solar project period, 40 students

Forschungszentrum Jülich en ISAC RWTH:
Rolling Solar paves the way for solar roads with thin-ﬁlm solar cells

Extra demonstrator
Bart Pieters, researcher PV Data Analysis and Modelling at Forschungszentrum Jülich: ‘A last minute addition to
the Rolling Solar project is the realization of an additional demonstrator. This stems from the conclusion that a
lot of benefit can be gained with multilayer bypass diode architectures. The decision was made to make these
solar panels and actually test them. We are placing a module with the ‘Chemelot design’ next to a module with
multilayered electric design in a cycle path, here on our campus. We measure the energy yield using I/V tracing and
MPP tracking, and collecting data on temperature, wind and radiation. We are probably working with a new top
layer, an existing product that we suspect is more robust and benefits the energy generation. Rolling Solar has also
led to this next important step in the further development of this technology.’

ROLLING SOLAR FINAL REPORT 2022
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2 | DEMO GENK: SENSOR TECHNOLOGY
CREATES NEW PRODUCT AND REVENUE MODEL

NEW MODELLING TOOL LEADS TO IMPROVED DESIGN OF PV NOISE BARRIERS
The large-scale realization of PV noise barriers requires the further development of
technology and cost reduction. The Rolling Solar consortium has achieved signiﬁcant
results regarding this in the demonstrator in Genk. These include, for example, a
validation model for the energy yield of various types of solar panels and the application
of innovative sensor technology. In addition, a new transparent sound-prooﬁng material
was developed and important knowledge and experience was gained concerning the
construction and build. Moreover, this pilot led to a subsequent European innovation
project in which the practical hurdles are taken to actually bring this form of infrastructure
integrated solar PV to the market.
Thor Park in Genk is home to EnergyVille
and therefore the epicenter of Flemish
research into sustainable energy and
intelligent energy systems. At this
site Solliance partners UHasselt and
imec – together with construction and
infrastructure company Habenu-van de
Kreeke, developer and producer of special
solar panels SOLTECH and supplier of
windows and glass products Group Ceyssens
– realized a PV noise barrier. This test
installation is a crucial step in bringing this
technology to the market.

One and two sided

The PV noise barrier is located on a
continuous north-south road on the edge of
Thor Park. The installation is 13 meters long
and 5 meters high and consists of 2 parts.
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On the section made out of concrete 3 types
of solar panels have been installed on the
east side. 2 crystalline silicon PERC solar
panels and 2 thin film cadmium telluride
solar panels are mounted on rails that are
attached to the concrete. 4 CIGS solar
panels, a development of TNO/Solliance, are
glued directly to the concrete. The second
part of the noise barrier consists of a vertical
metal frame that is 8 meters long. 4 doublesided CIGS solar panels and 4 double-sided
crystalline silicon PERC solar panels have been
shoved in this construction. The testing of the
concrete section began as early as mid-2021.

Validate and optimize

‘Since then, we have been effectively
measuring, monitoring and logging the
yield of the 3 solar cell technologies’, says
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Professor Michaël Daenen of Hasselt
University. ‘In June 2022, we also started
doing that for the two-sided solar panels.
Within the time that remained for Rolling
Solar, we could not collect data for that
section during a whole year. Nevertheless,
our measurements were sufficient to get far
in achieving one of our main goals, namely
model validation. Research center for
nanoelectronics and digital technology imec
developed a software tool for modelling
the energy yield of the solar panels. The
variables that are taken into account
include the material of the solar cells, the
environment, orientation, temperature and
albedo – the extent to which surfaces reflect
light. Validating and optimizing that model
is crucial to be able to properly predict the
yield of PV integrated noise barriers and
thus realize optimal designs.’

says Arvid van der Heide, researcher PV
module technologies at imec. ‘What the best
choices are in actual applications depends
of course on many factors. It requires the
creation of specific business cases. Rolling
Solar has laid a solid foundation for this.
With our simulation model, we can now
predict the yields of different technologies
in different circumstances, partly thanks to
the Fiber Bragg Grating sensors that imec
developed together with Hasselt University,
and were also used in the solar roads of
Rolling Solar at Brightlands Chemelot
Campus. They work on the basis of thin
glass fibers with a diameter of about 180
micrometers. They enable us to determine
the temperature and mechanical elongation
in the different layers of the PV laminate
accurately and nearly real-time through a
spectral analysis of the infrared radiation

reflected by the sensor grating. In this way,
for example, we generate a much more
detailed picture of the influence of shading
by clouds or passing cyclists and cars on the
generated power.’

Better picture

Rolling Solar’s sensor technology can also
contribute to obtaining stress profiles
of modules by observing vibrations and
distortions, for instance due to wind and
traffic. Temperatures can be measured
too with the help of this technology,
among other things in the glass, the
encapsulation material (usually EVA) and
electronic connections. By taking these
observations regarding mechanical and
thermal effects as input for the Rolling
Solar models, statements can be made
about the degradation rate and lifespan of
the solar panels. This makes it possible to
visualize business cases for noise barriers
with integrated PV even better. These
installations last 20 to 30 years, they are
expensive, and investment security is key.

Daily yields and production proﬁles

Revenue model in itself

© Jonathan Vos

Daenen describes the first results of the
measurements as very encouraging. imec’s
model with regard to the modules on the
concrete part of the noise barrier functions
well, especially compared to the software
that is now available on the commercial
market. He also underlines that predicting
daily yields and production profiles of
integrated PV modules in noise barriers is
complex, partly due to climate, heat and
environmental effects. The irradiation loss
by mounting them vertically is considerable
anyway. For example, if you mount a
monocrystalline silicon solar panel vertically
in a perfect east-facing orientation, then
in theory (according to Hespul’s table) it
harvests about 56 percent of the annual
energy yield compared to an ideally oriented
panel. When mounted on a standing
concrete wall, this can be 40 to 50 percent,
according to the measurements of the
Rolling Solar consortium.

Daenen: ‘In addition, our sensor technology
is ideally suited to monitor the technical
condition of these types of large solar
energy systems at solar panel level, in terms
of energy yield, loss of power and defects.
It can even be used during the production
process of modules to achieve optimal
products and processes. We have also

Temperature and mechanical elongation

‘If you use double-sided modules in a vertical
east-west oriented installation - as also
tested in the Dutch Rolling Solar screen –
then the yield can be 100 percent of singlesided modules with an optimal orientation’,

16
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Experimental character

The purpose of a noise barrier is, first of
all, to keep out noise. From that point of
view, all types of solar cell modules of the
demonstrator in Genk are executed in pairs;
in front of one of the two, a transparent
sound-absorbing material was placed. The
initially developed material did not make it
to the practical test. In the laboratory it was
already established that it caused a loss of 30
percent in the yield of electricity. Construction
and infrastructure company Habenu-van de
Kreeke took on the task of designing and
delivering a new product in collaboration
with a chemical company. The speed with
which this had to be done was a considerable
limitation, says Bas van de Kreeke, co-owner
of the family business and also CEO of
SOLTECH. He therefore speaks of a strong
experimental character: ‘A proto of a proto.’

Captured and recorded

‘Given the primary function of a noise
barrier, however, we felt that the
demonstrator in Genk could not do without
this element’, says Van de Kreeke. ‘Our
product is a polymer sheet. It consists of two
layers – a frontside with very thin lasered
lines and a backside with a 3D honeycomb
structure. The idea is that sound is captured
and closed in it. The development challenge
was mainly in achieving a good transparency
and a bonding of the two parts that ensures
the necessary mechanical robustness for use
in a noise barrier, of course in combination
with the time pressure to achieve this. In the
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final months of Rolling Solar project, both
the acoustic performance and the effect
on the energy yield of the new transparent
sound-absorbing material were mapped. ‘

of colors and patterns, you can create
beautiful, visually appropriate PV noise
barriers. This helps with social acceptance,
and therefore the future success of this type
of integrated solar energy infrastructure.’

Construction and build

Building bridges

Another result of Rolling Solar is the
knowledge and experience that were gained
with regard to the construction and build of
PV noise barriers. Think of gluing the thinfilm solar cell modules to a concrete surface.
The adhesion is extremely important, for
example because of the desired lifespan.
Van de Kreeke: ‘We have tested more than
10 types of adhesives and selected the best
ones. An additional aspect concerns the
concrete structures needed for a PV noise
barrier such as spaces to hide the cables and
inverters, and the lowest meter on which the
construction rests. In all off this, costs are
of course a continuous point of attention. It
must be done as cheap as possible to create
a good business model and thus accelerate
the roll-out to practice. This can be achieved,
for example, by means of a sound-proofing
prefab manufacturing process and
facilitating installation speed. We have also
learned important lessons in that context.’

The use of noise barriers for the generation
of green electricity is very promising,
because of the double use of the two
functions, and because the total surface
area of these infrastructural elements
(and thus the potential contribution to
the energy transition) is enormous. ‘But
to make that a reality, you have to bring
different worlds together’, says Van de
Kreeke. ‘With Rolling Solar, we have built
a bridge between scientists, solar panel
manufacturers and infrastructure companies.
We are now speaking the same language,
which is also a win.’ The efforts with regard
to the demonstrator in Genk have not gone
unnoticed by developers, governments and
energy cooperatives. Although this does not
fall within the scope of Rolling Solar, among
others, talks have been held with the City of

Antwerp, Brussels Environment and Klimaan
in Mechelen. This creates traction for largescale roll-out.

Practical hurdles

‘It is therefore great that Rolling Solar has
resulted in the next European innovation
project - Solar Energy Made Regional or
SolarEMR. Most of Rolling Solar’s project
partners participate in this, supplemented
by various new market parties’, says
Daenen. ‘SolarEMR is all about actually
bringing PV-integrated noise barriers to
the market and overcoming the practical
hurdles that still exist. We therefore mainly
concentrate on cost reduction through
automated production and adapted design.
In addition, we focus on the development
of the power electronics that are necessary
for the optimal use of small or large-scale
infrastructure integrated PV installations,
for example in combination with storage,
fast chargers and DC grids. In SolarEMR,
we also look at the regulations that must be
observed for such projects and what possible
business cases are to realize them.’

Sizing and aesthetics

‘And that also applies to solar panels
themselves in relation to this application,’
adds R&D Engineer Tatjana Vavilkin of
SOLTECH. ‘In our case, these are the
crystalline silicon PERC products. We want
to be able to deliver them in large numbers
in the future. This project helps us solve
the latest technological challenges. The
measurements in Genk enable us to improve
our solar panels and the production process,
and not only regarding energy yield and
robustness. Flexibility in dimensions is
also needed to realize cost-effective PV
noise barriers. An optimal business case
can require large two-sided solar panels in
frames, but also the maximum covering of
existing concrete noise barriers with singlesided solar panels. In this context, we want
to move towards mass customization.
Aesthetics is an important theme too. By
being able to install solar panels in all kinds

© UHasselt

shown this within the Rolling Solar project.
This means that this sensor technology
is also a product and revenue model in
itself, and therefore possibly the basis for a
spin-off company. In this context, we have
already overcome various challenges such
as the integration of the glass fibers in PV
laminates, their application in the largescale project demos and the development
of special junction boxes for optical fibers.
It is still necessary to reduce the costs of the
hardware that emits the broadband infrared
radiation and captures, measures and
analyses the reflected infrared radiation.’
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3 | DEMO ROSMALEN:

CREATING GOOD BUSINESS CASES FOR PV NOISE BARRIERS
IS A FEASIBLE ROUTE
The massive integration of solar panels in noise barriers can make a considerable
contribution to the energy transition. After all, it does not take up space while a huge
surface area is used for generating solar power. However, that potential cannot be
realized without good business cases. In a pilot in Rosmalen in the Netherlands, the
European Rolling Solar consortium showed that this is a feasible route, among other
things by applying two-sided thin-ﬁlm CIGS solar panels, optimizing the construction and
developing innovative electronics.
The Rolling Solar consortium built 2 PV noise
barriers. One of them is on the Heijmans
site next to the A59 near Rosmalen. The
construction company realized this test
installation together with TNO/Solliance and
SOLTECH and Sanko Solar. The set-up has
an east-west orientation. The noise barrier
stands at an angle of 80 degrees and is 12
meters wide. 5 cassettes, each a meter high,
rest on a concrete plinth. The solar panels
have been shoved into them. The bottom
2 cassettes contain two-sided crystalline
silicon solar panels (cSi), the upper onesided thin-film cadmium telluride solar
panels (CdTe), the middle 2 double-sided
thin-film CIGS solar panels.

Mass customization

‘Our measurements started on 11 February
2021’, says Peter Toonssen, Business developer
Solar Modules & Mass Customization at
TNO. ‘So, we were able to monitor the
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installation for more than a year. The twosided crystalline silicon solar panels mainly
served as a reference for the performance of
our customized solar panels that are made on
the basis of flexible PV laminates. The promise
of the latter PV technology is big, also for this
application. The main bottleneck for bringing
PV noise barriers to the market is the cost.
At the moment, this is mainly related to the
customization of the PV modules. TNO is
developing a mass customization production
process for flexible solar laminates; a method
in which large numbers of modules in all
shapes and sizes can be manufactured on 1
production line. This will substantially improve
the affordability of these products and
therefore also that of PV noise barriers.’

Solar irradiation patterns

What is the energy production of the PV
noise barrier? How do the different PV
technologies and the system as a whole
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perform? How do they behave in this
particular application? To get answers to
these research questions, the solar panels
in the test installation in Rosmalen were
placed in pairs. IV curve measurements
were carried out on half of them to see how
the module behaves, particularly under the
influence of construction shadow. The other
half were connected to the electricity grid
via inverters. In this way, it was possible to
monitor the actual power supply. In addition,
data was collected via sensors about wind,
temperatures and irradiation in order to be
able to include weather effects in the analyses.

Bifaciality factor

Building shadow

In the system configuration of the test
set-up in Rosmalen, the CIGS solar panels
can handle building shadow better than the
crystalline silicon solar panels, according to
TNO’s measurements. This is mainly due
to the architecture of the solar panels; the
different solar cell strings and the amount
of bypass diodes. The CIGS modules have 2
bypass diodes for each solar cell island, the
cSi modules have 1 bypass diode per string
of 16 solar cells. The bypass diodes of the
CIGS therefore activate faster in shadows.
In this way the power production is less
limited by the weakest link in the module.
The power electronics in both types of solar
panels work well.

Achievable route

‘We also see a good performance of our
technology in terms of the actual power

Advanced electronics maximize production and safety of PV noise barriers
One of the major challenges in developing PV noise barriers involves mitigating the effect of shading on the
yield and safety of systems. In the Rolling Solar pilot in Rosmalen, the possibilities for thin-film solar panels were
explored, with the help of the Dutch startup Taylor.
If a solar cell is shaded, this limits the power production of the entire solar panel, and therefore the system as a
whole. In addition, hotspots can arise that lead to degradation, damage and even fire. Taylor offers innovative
micro-electronics and software that optimize the performance of individual solar cells and prevent overheating.
Highly relevant
‘Thin-film solar panels in which all cells are connected in series can be much more sensitive to shadow effects than
standard crystalline silicon solar panels with strings of solar cells’, says Michiel Roelofs, co-founder of Taylor. ‘As a
rule, PV noise barriers are not free of shade, for example due to passing traffic or static objects such as trees. In the
Rolling Solar project, it was therefore important to relate the shading effect on crystalline silicon solar panels to
those on thin-film solar panels. In addition, we explored the possibilities of an alternative electrical configuration of
the thin-film solar panels.’
Commercialization
Taylor developed the technology it already markets for crystalline silicon solar panels further within the Rolling
Solar consortium. This resulted in the construction of a DC-DC inverter for thin-film solar panels. This guarantees an
optimal generation of solar power at solar cell level and the elimination of the emergence of hotspots through realtime sensoring and advanced algorithms. It can also switch off solar panels, for example in case of maintenance or
calamities. Roelofs: ‘Another result we achieved in collaboration with TNO/Solliance was the alignment of the solar
cell design with our electronics with the purpose of maximizing the performance of the system. When PV noise
barriers are brought to the market seriously, we will definitely continue to invest in the commercialization of our
product for this application.’

© Olaf Smit

Simona Villa, Solar Energy Researcher at
TNO: ‘The cadmium telluride solar panels
produced solar power almost exclusively in
the afternoon. This is of course the result of
their one-sidedness, in combination with the
east-west orientation of the installation and
the course of the sun. In the morning, those
solar panels only capture diffused light. The
bifaciality factor – the ratio of the efficiency
at the rear to the efficiency at the front at the
same irradiance – of the two-sided CIGS and

monocrystalline silicon solar panels is 1 and
0.59 respectively. They peak in both morning
and afternoon, with the relative performance
of the CIGS being the best. This is reflected in
the IV and power output monitoring.’
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back such an installation is difficult. Despite
today’s energy prices, investment costs must
be reduced. In addition, from the point of
view of energy yield and public support, more
design freedom and the addition of aesthetic
value are needed within the fixed Dutch
construction frameworks for noise barriers.’

High volume

The Rolling Solar consortium has made
great strides in enabling the commercial
roll-out of PV noise barriers. Folbert calls the
use of two-sided solar panels the obvious

Belief

© Olaf Smit

output,’ says Toonssen. ‘During almost a year
and a half of measuring the energy production
of the CIGS solar panels, because of their
higher bifaciality factor and a better handling
of shading, was continuously higher than the
yield of the other solar panels. This underlines
the potential of using these flexible solar
laminates in PV noise barriers. With this pilot of
Rolling Solar, we have therefore demonstrated
that creating a positive business case for
this type of infrastructure integrated PV is a
feasible route. Of course, it should be noted
that every specific situation requires a specific
solution, and project partner SOLTECH is also
working on a mass customization process for
its monocrystalline silicon solar panels.’

Main design

For construction company Heijmans, the
PV noise barrier in Rosmalen is not the first
it realized. It already did a pilot in 2013 on
a ring road near the Jeroen Bosch Hospital
in ‘s-Hertogenbosch. In this installation
various PV technologies were tested for
this application; monofacials, bifacials
and colored panels with luminescent solar
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have also been taken in this area,’ says
Folbert. ‘Heijmans believes in simplicity in
design. The philosophy is ‘slide solar panels
with the soundproof glass into a screen,
connect them and you’re done’. A result of
the Rolling Solar project is a much easier
integration of solar panels compared to our
existing construction: SONOB, the product
that we realized along the highway in Uden.
With the Rolling Solar consortium, we have
also shown that we can create a better
visual image with thin-film solar panels, and
develop PV technology for these types of
applications that will soon be profitable to
produce and therefore yield a much better
business case. In addition, we have taken
what we have previously learned in the field
of safety a step further in this project.’

concentrators. A second demonstration
followed 5 years later. In the Solar Highways
project, a 400-metre-long noise barrier
with two-sided monocrystalline silicon solar
panels was built along the A50 near Uden. In
the Rolling Solar project, the company was
responsible for the main design, supply of
the supporting structure and assembly of
the test installation in Rosmalen.

Fixed construction frameworks

Ronalt Folbert, Business Developer at
Heijmans: ‘Applying this end-of-pipe
technology – the combination of the
primary function of noise reduction for
a healthy living environment combined
with the large-scale generation of solar
power – feels very natural to us. It also
offers great opportunities for the energy
transition and the Dutch economy. Heijmans
wants to increase the lead in knowledge
and experience it has built up in this area,
hence our participation in Rolling Solar.
The proof that this form of double use of
infrastructure is technologically feasible has
already been provided. However, earning

choice, and underlines that TNO’s custommade technology has proven itself in terms
of performance in the test installation in
Rosmalen. If they can be made in large volume
in any desired dimensions, the costs will also
decrease significantly while the flexibility of
application in noise barriers increases. There is
also a benefit in reducing costs by being able
to quickly build modular constructions in which
solar panels can be effectively installed.

Important steps

‘In our pilot in Rosmalen, important steps

The development of PV noise barriers
does not stop at Rolling Solar, Folbert
emphasizes. It will require many largescale demonstrations in the future. In this
context, he points at the importance of a
strong involvement of governments. ‘After
all, they determine the demand for this
application to a large extent, by making
policy, regulations and as a customer. It
also requires concrete interest from the
large market parties in infrastructure and
energy, otherwise it will remain a chickenand-egg story. If we believe that PV noise
barriers are an essential part of a sustainable
energy system, then all stakeholders must
invest fully in them. In that respect it is
encouraging that the publicity surrounding
the PV noise barrier that the Rolling Solar
partners in Genk realized has caused a lot
of interest from the market. The success
formula of cross-border cooperation is
now continuing. Our efforts led to a next
European innovation project - Solar Energy
Made Regional - in which the focus lies on
further commercialization and automation.
Within the Netherlands too, there is an
increasing interest within municipalities
and provinces in PV noise barrier. In this
way they can build closer to the motorway
and also generate green energy in a socially
supported way.’
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4 | MORE FAVORABLE LCA RESULTS
ACHIEVABLE THROUGH PV INTEGRATION
AND SETTING UP A EUROPEAN PV INDUSTRY

One of the participants in the Rolling Solar project is HELMo, Haute Ecole Libre Mosane.
This school of higher education signed up for the Life Cycle Analyses (LCA) that were
carried out within the innovation project. Arnaud Wieclawski: ‘We aim for a large-scale
roll-out of PV integrated noise barriers and roads in the future, but in such a way that we
limit the environmental impact as much as possible.’
Wieclawski is a researcher at CRIG, HELMo’s
institute of applied research in Liège. He
calls the study regarding sustainability
aspects within an indispensable part of the
Rolling Solar project. After all, what is the
point of installing a massive volume of PV in
the context of the energy transition if this is
not done in a sustainable way?

Balance of system

‘We must therefore also take into account
issues such as the CO2 footprint of products,
the eventual harmfulness of materials,
the recyclability and the possible reuse of
components and natural resources when
integrating PV into infrastructure,’ says
Wieclawski.
‘HELMo has therefore weighed the
environmental impact of the solar energy
technologies and products that we are
advancing within Rolling Solar through
various LCAs, both for the noise barriers and
the solar roads. In addition, we examined
the modules at material level. But we also
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looked at the ‘balance of system’ – which
includes everything related to cable systems,
inverters and electronics.’

Assumptions

As one of the major challenges in executing
the LCAs within the Rolling Solar project,
Wieclawski mentions the data that was
available, or rather the lack thereof. Most
suppliers were reluctant to share important
information, for example about production
processes and product compositions, or
didn’t have it. There is still too little relevant
literature in existence, so it was only possible
to fall back on that to a limited extent. This
means that the work had to be done partly
on the basis of assumptions and theoretical
models. HELMo used 2 European standard
LCA methodologies – ILCD and ReCiPe – to
determine the environmental impact of the
designed products. In doing so, a wide range
of indicators have been taken into account.
Think of the amount of greenhouse gas
released per kilowatt hour produced,
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the time a PV system has to work before it
wins back the energy needed to produce it
and the toxicity of raw materials.

More data

© Jonathan Vos

Wieclawski: ‘An important main conclusion
is that the steel mounting systems for
solar panels that we use in the demo in
Genk always have the largest share in the
environmental impact of a configuration
because of their manufacturing. So, there
are significant benefits to be gained by
looking for alternative materials and
production processes and smart ways of
integration. Another observation is that
the energy payback time of the prototypes
– including the CdTe, CIGS, and crystalline
silicon PERC solar cell modules – is between
1.48 and 2.77 years. That’s a positive figure.
The same applies to the emission of CO2
per kilowatt hour, which varies from 75
to 182 grams. You must bear in mind that
these figures refer to the entire noise barrier
system. And even though they are based
on theoretical assumptions considerably:
if we compare this with the average CO2
per kilowatt hour at the current European
energy mix for electricity generation about 200 grams in 2020 - this means
that installing PV on a noise barrier also
compensates for the entire CO2 load on
the noise barrier itself. That is an important
environmental aspect of combining multiple
functions in 1 system. If we want to optimize
these types of LCAs, more data is needed.
Despite the current lack of openness of
the mostly Asian PV manufacturers, it can
be concluded that more favorable LCA
results are achievable by setting up our own
European solar industry, and by integrating
PV ever smarter.’
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Sande, S. Ravyts, A. Sangwongwanich, P. Manganiello, Y. Yang, F. Blaabjerg, J. Driesen, M. Daenen,
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published in Chinese: CTIMES, Taiwan, 2020.
4. “The Sensitivity of an Electro-Thermal Photovoltaic DC–DC Converter Model to the Temperature
Dependence of the Electrical Variables for Reliability Analyses”, Wieland Van De Sande, Simon Ravyts,
Omid Alavi, Philippe Nivelle, Johan Driesen and Michaël Daenen, Energies 2020, 13, 2865
5. An integrated incremental conductance MPPT based on a delta modulator with analog preprocessing,
Leo Rolff, Michael Hanhart, Ralf Wunderlich and Stefan Heinen; Conference Fachtagung Analog 2020
6. “SolaRoad werkt aan nieuwe generatie zonnefietspaden”. Solar Magazine, June 2020, page 75
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2020, page 69-71
8. “Rolling Solar-consortium test innovatief PV-geluidsscherm”, Transport Online, 16 dec 2020 (www.
transport-online.nl/site/121736/rolling-solar-consortium-test-innovatief-pv-geluidsscherm/ )
9. “Double-sided CIGS: Cross border international research project with cutting edge technology”, PV
Europe, 17 dec 2020 (www.pveurope.eu/solar-generator/double-sided-cigs-cross-border-internationalresearch-project-cutting-edge )
10. “Heijmans test innovatief PV-geluidsscherm binnen Rolling Solar consortium”, Duurzaam Ondernemen.
nl , 16 dec 2020 (www.duurzaam-ondernemen.nl/heijmans-test-innovatief-pv-geluidsscherm-binnenrolling-solar-consortium/ )
11. “Op zoek naar het perfecte pv-geluidsscherm”, E&W Installatietechniek (printed magazine), March 2021
12. “Geluidsschermen met geïntegreerde zonnepanelen tonen hun energiepotentieel”, Grond/Weg/
Waterbouw 26 March 2021 (Geluidsschermen met geïntegreerde zonnepanelen tonen hun grote
energiepotentieel (gww-bouw.be)
13. “De ontwikkeling van een opschaalbare, betaalbare en betrouwbare zonneweg”, Installatie Totaal,
18 dec 2020 (www.installatietotaal.nl/news/item/innovatieproject-rolling-solar-de-ontwikkeling-vanopschaalbare-betaalbare-en-betrouwbare-zonnewegen/)
14. “Wegdek met geïntegreerde zonnecellen”, E&W Installatietechniek 27 dec 2020 (www.ewinstallatietechniek.nl/nieuws/open/wegdek-met-geintegreerde-zonnecellen)
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15. Thermo-Mechanical Stress Comparison of a GaN and SiC MOSFET for Photovoltaic Applications;
Wieland Van De Sande , Omid Alavi, Philippe Nivelle, Jan D’Haen and Michaël Daenen, Energies 2020,
13, 5900; doi:10.3390/en13225900
16. “De heilige graal is zonnewegen op basis van dunnefilmzonnecellen”, Solar Magazine p 75-77, June
2021. Also published by Glas in Beeld: (www.glasinbeeld.nl/20544/heilige-graal-zonnewegen-op-basisvan-dunnefilmzonnecellen) and by Facility Wereld (www.facilitywereld.nl/nieuws/de-heilige-graalzonnewegen-op-basis-van-dunnefilmzonnecellen) and by Duurzaam Ondernemen (www.duurzaamondernemen.nl/rolling-solar-start-praktijktesten-zonneweg-op-brightlands-chemelot-campus)
17. “Rolling Solar: Feldversuche mit unterschiedlichen PV Strassen starten“, PV Magazine Deutschland,
July 28, 2021 „Rolling Solar“: Feldversuche mit unterschiedlichen Photovoltaik-Straßen starten – pv
magazine Deutschland (pv-magazine.de)
18. “Aanleg zonnewegdek SolaRoad gestart” NPT Procestechnologie, October 2021
19. “Niet te vroeg juichen, maar het ziet er heel positief uit”, Solar Magazine, Dec 2021, p. 103
20.“Life Cycle assessment on photovoltaic panels integrated into road infrastructures: a case study”; (to be
published) Arnaud Wieclawskia, Jonathan Mahauxa, Pierre Gabriela, Ando Kuypers, Sandra Belboom

Selected newspaper publications
1. “Solliance in Eindhoven leidt Europees project voor zonnecellen in de weg”, Eindhovens Dagblad, 19
dec 2018 (NL)
2. “Rijden over zonnepanelen”, De Standaard, 10 januari 2019 (B)
3. “Rijden over zonnepanelen”, Het belang van Limburg, 10 jan 2019
4. “Eerste gedeelte geluidswand met zonnecellen gebouwd” Het Nieuwsblad – Het Nieuwsblad Regionaal
Limburg, 20 november 2020 (B) https://www.nieuwsblad.be/cnt/dmf20201119_93916001
5. “Eerste geluidswand met zonnecellen gebouwd op Thor Park”, Het Belang van Limburg – Hasselt, 20
november 2020 (B) https://www.hbvl.be/cnt/dmf20201119_93916001
6. “Zonneceltapijt over de weg: primeur voor campus Geleen”, De Limburger, 16 dec 2020 (NL)

3. TV Limburg https://www.tvl.be/nieuws/universiteit-hasselt-ontwikkelt-geluidsschermen-metzonnepanelen-108563
4. VTM News proprietary video recording available on request
5. Radio 2 (B) proprietary audio recording available on request
A timelapse video of the construction of the SolaRoad demo in Geleen was published on the
Rolling Solar project website:
6. Video on Rolling Solar website: https://rollingsolar.nl/nieuws/i262/timelaps-aanleg-solaroad-opindustrieterrein-chemelot
On June 23rd 2021, BNR Newsradio broadcasted an interview on the noise barrier demo at Heijmans.
The recording can be listened from:
7. https://www.bnr.nl/nieuws/duurzaamheid/10445489/geluidswallen-langs-snelwegen-die-stroomopwekken-volgens-tno-kan-het .
In November 2021, EuroNews.com covered the project by two days of interviews and video shooting
at all Rolling Solar demo locations. It was broadcasted in 150 countries and in 7 languages. English versions
can be found on Youtube under the following links:
8. Solar cells on roads, a new direction for Europe’s energy transition - YouTube
9. Might the roads we drive on soon produce the energy we consume? - YouTube
On Januari 15th 2022 a documentary for portuguese television included an item on Rolling Solar,
based on 2 days of shooting video at all Rolling Solar demo locations:
10. De Lisboa a Estocolmo Episódio 27 - de 15 Jan 2022 - RTP Play - RTP

Poster presentation at international conference and publication
1. Potential-Induced Degradation of the Shunting Type: on the Origin of Sodium in Shunt Paths; R.
Breugelmans, J. Carolus, A.S.H. van der Heide, E. Voroshazi, M. Daenen, presented at EU PVSEC 2020,
7-11 september 2020, Online

Media: Radio, Television and internet broadcasting
The public announcement of the realization of the noise barrier demo at Thor Park, by Prof Michael
Daenen (Univ Hasselt) together with Deputee of Province Limburg Tom Vandeput and Mayor of Genk Wim
Dries is published by a press release and through a
1. video on Youtube: https://youtu.be/S2pMBFfqMs0
Which also led to national and regional television and radio news coverage:
2. VRT NWS https://www.vrt.be/vrtnws/nl/2020/11/19/energieopwekkende-geluidsschermen-voor-langsde-snelwegen-worden/
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